Welcome
to the

forest

In case you didn’t know,
of all forests in the world, only one is truly magical. It is the Black Forest. Situated in
exceptional mountains, it hides many surprises and every day brings many
extraordinary adventures to its inhabitants!
The animals awaited the arrival of autumn with great excitement. Every now and then,
they would peek from their homes to see if the forest was changing colour, and would
bustle around their holes more and more often. Some were preparing for their winter
sleep, while others rushed to ﬁll their larders with forest delicacies. And each of them was
looking forward to the arrival of their irreplaceable friends – a true spec-ops gang, who
took care of the safety of the inhabitants and order in the forest every day.
Finally, they heard a cheerful singing from afar – a group of forest engineers walked
wildly on the path. The biggest and the ﬂuffiest of them, Bear Wojtek, was in the lead. A
little bit from behind, Hedgehog Ignacy toddled lively, carrying a box with WIHA tools on
his back. Next to him walked Squirrel Hania in a helmet, because she loved working at
heights, which requires all safety rules to be observed. Over their heads was proudly
ﬂying Owl Anna – an environmental specialist. She made sure that all work was
environmentally friendly.
The gang went for a walk to check that the doors to the animals’ holes were tight. It
turned out that badger had a loose hinge, fox broke the handle and weasel complained
about squeaking door. – Ignacy, pass me the tools, please – said Bear Wojtek to
Hedgehog. Hedgehog gave him screwdrivers, and the bear quickly and joyfully got to
ﬁxing the defects.
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At the same time, Owl Anna ﬂied up to see if her bird mates had lights over their hollows
properly connected. Unfortunately, the cuckoo’s lamp was barely lit. Woodpecker’s one
did not work at all. This was an ideal task for Hania. The squirrel took a screwdriver out
of Ignacy’s box and immediately climbed up the tree to help her winged friends. After a
while, a warm light was shining above the hollows.
–Thank you, Hania – the birds sang her.
– At your service – squeaked the squirrel. – Helping is great.
Bear also managed to make the small repairs quickly.
– Gang, autumn is coming, and we have to check if other animals are properly prepared
for it – said Wojtek. Everyone warmly thanked Wojtek, Ignacy, Hania and Anna, and the
gang moved into the forest.
The small inhabitants of the Black Forest are extremely proud of their house and take
great care of its cleanliness and order. Can forest friends also count on your help, little
do-it-yourselfer?
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Binoculars – a scout’s tool
Each member of the brave gang is unique and his work is equally important. But sometimes even the
greatest hero needs help. Our Squirrel Hania is quite a mess-maker; imagine she forgot where she hid her
own supplies for the winter! She asked her friend, Owl Anna, to help her ﬁnd her lost acorns. Luckily, the
clever Owl quickly found a solution. From the items found in the forest she will create an unusual tool to
help her ﬁnd Squirrel’s supplies.
This tool will be binoculars! An ideal tool for searching and observing the area. If you would like to join the
scouts team, you must create your own binoculars. Owl Anna will teach you how to make it and at the
same time be ECO!

Binoculars materials:
- two toilet paper rolls
- autumn cut-out template (you will ﬁnd it on page 4)
- scissors
- glue
- string/rope (optional)

Instructions:
Cut page 4 with scissors and cut in half along the printed line.
Wrap paper rolls one by one in the autumn pattern and glue
together. Once both rolls are beautiful and colourful, glue
them together to make binoculars. Try out your new tool by
placing it to your eyes and looking around you. You can also
make holes (thin PicoFinish Wiha screwdriver will do) on the
sides of the binoculars and thread a string through it, so you
can hang your binoculars around your neck.
And if you want to use a Wiha lanyard, just email us at
info.pl@wiha.com and we’ll send it to you.
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Magical torch fun
And when it gets darker – be like the forest gang and turn on the torch. What can you use
a Wiha torch for? The gang of engineers uses it both for work and… for fun! Listen to Owl Anna
who simply loves to play with the light of a torch.
Have you tried to create shapes with your own hands so that their shadows represent amazing
characters? The proper positioning of your ﬁngers in front of the torch can magically create
various forest animals. Try adding voices to the different shapes – this way you will create an
amazing shadow play!

With a torch you can become a true scout! This game is very simple – turn
off the light and let your parents point out the object you need to ﬁnd in
the room using the torch. Look closely at all the objects with your torch
until you ﬁnd the right one.
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You will need two torches for the next game. This is a special form of tag, where it’s not the
children who are chasing, but the lights! Point the light at a wall and see how the ﬂickering point
moves. Let the other person try to catch it with his light. Owl Anna loves this game, especially
when the lights are already very fast and so hard to keep up with that you can’t stop laughing.
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Colours of the forest
Hedgehog Ignacy is a real specialist in order and transport. In his toolbox you will ﬁnd
everything that can be useful for repairs and troubleshooting. It contains hammers,
screwdrivers, saws, wrenches and many other useful tools. But when the gang faced the next
task, it turned out that there was something missing from the box… Hedgehog Ignacy has no
crayons! The animals looked everywhere, turned the box upside down, looked between the
leaves and even between the spines of Hedgehog Ignacy. To no avail…

We need your help!
Dress the Black Forest in the colours of autumn,
according to the numbers below.
Then ﬁnd and name all Wiha tools hidden in the
thicket.
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Time game
Hedgehog Ignacy is getting ready for sleep after a long day full of adventures. Knowing how much
work he will have the next day, he decided to set his alarm clock at 8:30. Help him set the right time
so that he wakes up in time for the meeting of the forest gang. Draw the right hands on the face of
the clock. Remember, the little hand indicates hours, and the large – minutes.

What do you think the bird in the clock drawn at the side
does? Hedgehog Ignacy’s alarm clock is not just a regular
clock; it is an original cuckoo clock which has been in his
hedgehog family for generations. His great-grandfather
told him the story of this relic. This clock has a cuckoo
because at full hour the clock makes sounds that remind
us of its singing. It is Black Forest, home of the forest gang,
that is the place of origin of these unique clocks. The
moving bird, whose cuckooing tells us which hour it is, is
rare in modern clocks.
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Something’s not right

It seems that the hands of the historic clock are moving with more and more difficulty.
Hedgehog Ignacy asked his forest friends for help in repairing his family treasure.
Bear Wojtek enthusiastically got down to work. One of the following items will not be useful
to Wojtek in the repair. Mark it.
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Did you manage to complete all the tasks?
The gang of forest engineers is grateful for your help and playing together.
Remember that even the slightest help to others is important and needed every
day. Bear Wojtek, Hedgehog Ignacy, Squirrel Hania and Owl Anna are now
saying goodbye to you, but don’t worry. This is not the end of our adventures
together.
In the forest, each season of the year is a completely different challenge, which
we will face together. Expect more stories about our cheerful heroes. Remember
how important help, ecology and care for the environment are.
See you later!
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